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Biddeford, Maine
Ludashu teamed by Greg Annaloro wins the Pot O Gold $3,000. Final in 2:02.1 trained by Brian Lamb for owners Judy Parker, Deborah 
Lamb and Dan Kenney at Scarborough Downs, where they handled nearly $150,000. on April 27th. The favored Oval Master was second •
SCARBOROUGH CLAIMING SERIES BECOMES FREE-FOR-ALL
The Series That Almost Never 
Was has swiftly become The Series 
That Anyone Can Win. A month ago, 
Scarborough Downs race secretary, 
Denise Herrick had doubts whether 
the Pot Of Gold late closer would go 
to post. If it did, Herrick had night­
mares of a series dominated by one 
horse at short odds.
But the Pot Of Gold Series, writ­
ten for mid-priced claiming pacers, 
has produced two longshot winners 
in two preliminary legs. The $3,000. 
Final, set for April 27, promises to be 
a wide-open event.
By writing the Pot Of Gold for 
$1,500. to $2,500. claimers, Herrick 
opened the series to recent imports 
from Saratoga’s tough $2,500. claim­
ing ranks. One of those imports was 
Ludashu (Mohawk Shy Romeo - 
Mohawk Ann) a born-again “quarter 
claimer” from the Spa. Brought to 
Maine in late winter by trainer Brian 
Lamb, Ludashu came to life at the 
Downs, winning tough conditioned 
races on March 8 and March 15
before fin ish ing second in a 
winners-over feature race on March 
23.
The time of that finish...2:00.4... 
made Herrick ponder the fate of her 
series. If Ludashu’s form held, 
who,even with $1,500. on the line, 
would chase an open-class pacer? But 
after Ludashu’s fourth-place finish in 
another winners-over race on March 
30th, trainer Brian Lamb decided not 
to knock heads in the ever-tougher 
Downs feature races, and instead 
rested Ludashu for a week.
By April 13th, Ludashu didn’t look 
all that invincible. Ken Daigit had 
gambled with his Oval Master, a 
high-priced claimer, by dipping the 
pacer down to $2,500. claimers in 
mid-March and thus becoming eligi­
ble for the series.
Kevin Switzer’s improving Dirty 
Shame, a former Downs winners- 
over entry, was also eligible due to a 
start in $2,500. claimers at Saratoga 
and efforts in lower claiming classes 
at the Downs.
Ludashu drew the six post in the 
opening leg, guaranteeing a close 
race. Regular driver, Marc Mosher, 
left hard from the gate: Jim Hardy 
and Oval Master, with the one hole, 
hung Ludashu past the quarter in 
29.2. “Oval Master’s a monster off a 
good trip ,” said Hardy. “ I knew 
Ludashu would carry me to the head 
of the stretch, but I wanted to take 
something out of him, too.”
Odds-on Ludashu enjoyed no rest 
on the lead, pressured by Boom 
Boom Bunny, another form er 
Saratoga racer, past the half in 59.4 
and past three-quarters in 1:30.4. In 
the lane, 5-1 Oval Master burst off 
the rail and cleared by two lengths in 
2:01.4.
Ludashu moved to the two post 
the following week, but the results 
were worse. Mosher couldn’t wrestle 
the lead from  S w itzer’s, Dirty 
Shame, the 4-1 rail horse, and set­
tled for the two hole past a 28.4 first 
quarter. Kellytuck Tuck came first 
over at the h a lf in 1:00.1, and
Mosher took the cover, which only 
carried him to the backstretch. At 
three-quarters in 1:30.1, Mosher and 
Ludashu tipped three wide, 
with Oval Master and Dega Mahone 
m oving up the rail. Oval Master 
finished second, Dega Mahone third 
and Ludashu fin ished fifth . 
Dirty Shame covered the mile in 
2:01.3.
In other Downs action, 14 year old 
Sea Rights (Adios Vic - Fur Elise) has 
enjoyed two straight victories in the 
weekly $1,500. feature, both wire-to- 
wire scores. Driven by provisional 
pilot, Bruce Flanders, the gelding 
won in 1:59.3 on April 14th, and then 
came back with a 2:04 victory on 
April 21st, a day that was three inch­
es of rain soak the Downs oval and 
fifty mile per hour northeast winds 
howl throughout the afternoon. None 
of this bothered Sea Rights a whit; 
he kept his head high throughout the 
stormy mile, enjoying his moment in 
the sun.
BY JAY BURNS
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
May 4 - Lady Scarborough Series$2,000. Fillies & Mares NW $15,000. - 1st leg. 
May 5 - Horse Show with SPHO Standardbred classes - Hollis, Me.
May 11 - International Assoc. Race Commissioners Meeting - Cincinnati,Ohio. 
May 11 - Lady Scarborough Series$2,000.Fillies & Mares - NW$15,000. - 2nd leg. 
May 13 - Blooded Horse Sale - Horses In Training - Fairgrounds Delaware,Ohio. 
May 14 - Voters of Uxbridge, Mass, will determine the fate o f a harness track . 
May 15 - Maine Breeders Stakes - Sustaining payment due, 2yr. olds $25.-3yrs.$35. 
May 15 - New England Sulky Championship - Yearling payment due - $25.
May 15 - Maine Breeders Stakes - Yearling nomination due - $5.00.
May 15 - Mass Sire Stakes - Three yr. old sustaining payment due - $200.
May 16 - Mid - Atlantic States Vet Clinic - Timonium Fairgrounds, Md.
May 18 - Lady Scarborough Series$2,000.Fillies & Mares - NW $15,000.-3rd leg. 
May 19 - Maine Horse Assoc. Show with Standardbreds - Ossipee Fairgrounds.
May 20 - Pine Tree Mixed Sale - Cumberland Fairgrounds - also equipment.
May 24 - The Challanger Pacing Series - $2,000.- NW $10,000. Scarborough 1st leg. 
May 24 - Bangor Raceway opener - Bass Park.
May 25 - Lady Scarborough Series$5,000. Fillies & Mares - NW $15,000. - Final. 
May 25 - Delmarva Downs opener (Delaware).
May 25 - “Paul Bunyan” Trotting Series$l,200. at Bangor - NW $5,000/90 - 1st leg. 
May 26 - Bangor’s “Best” Pacing Series $2,000. - NW$12,500. in *90.1st leg.
May 26 - Bangor’s “Challenge” Pacing Series $1,500. for 4 & 5yr. olds - 1st leg.
May 27 - Freehold closer (New Jersey).
May 29 - Bangor’s “Keep Trying” Senes $1,000.NW$2,500. in *90.1st leg.
May 30 - Spring Fling Pacing Series$l,500. NW$3,000. Scarborough - 1st leg.
May 31 - Tne Challenger Pacing Series $2,000. - NW$10,000. Scarborough - 2nd leg. 
May 31 - Final day for reservations - American Horse Council - Washington D.C.
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SOSh
fa The Editor
Times are tough! We are all thinking of ways to tighten the belt and 
economize. One way that subscribers could help this newspaper would be to 
watch for their expiration date printed on the address label and send 
renewals promptly.
There is also a “Time To Renew” notice stamped in red to alert those 
past due. As a final resort, postcards are sent as a reminder, but that is an 
expensive proposition. For instance, 100 postcards at twenty cents each 
cost $20. plus the cost of printing. With over 1,000 subscribers it add up 
quickly.
Pay promptly once a year and help us keep the subscription price as 
low as possible.
Thanks to all!
P.S.: The Post Office also charges this office thirty cents for any 
address changes that are returned. We provide a Change Of Address Form 
on page two o f every issue for your convenience. Please notify us 
immediately when moving from one location to another. This also will help 
save on unnecessary expenses.
Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
I am writing this to you in hope 
that a few New Englanders will sit 
up and take notice, and I figured 
that so many people in New England 
get Northeast Harness News it may 
make a difference.
This is an appeal to the horsemen 
of M assachusetts. We have laid 
down like whipped poppies long 
enough. The time has come to get off 
our jog carts and sofas and go to a 
desk and write letters to our new 
governor and congressmen. You may 
be thinking that one letter won't do 
anything, but maybe 10 or 20 or 
even 100 will. Governor Weld is a 
very smart man and if the letters 
flock in maybe he will sit up and 
take notice. After all, the state 
needs new revenues. Look at what
could happen, maybe racing will 
make a com eback. My letter is 
already in the mail. What will a 
letter cost you -  29 cents and 3 
minutes of your time. I know people 
who spend more than that in the 
bathroom . So le t ’ s get the ball 
rolling. Sit down, if you don’t have a 
desk, a table will do, grab a pen, a 
piece of paper and write your one 
letter. It could make a difference. 
The address to write to is:
His Excellency William S. Weld 
State House Room 360 
Boston, MA 02133 |
Your letter should be neat ana 
legible. After all. one letter could 
make a difference.
Linda Murray 
38 Pomeray Meadow 
Southampton, Mass.
Track
The battle is on in Massachusetts. 
Steve G ervasio, the 33 year old 
president o f a Providence, R .l. 
printing firm, wants to build a small, 
state-of-the-art racetrack near the 
town of Uxbridge, Mass., that would 
return harness racing to central New 
England.
Gervasio’s proposed 200 acre site 
had been considered for an $80 
million racing complex by Wilmorite 
Inc., form er owners o f Freehold 
Raceway, and Ted Snell who headed
Topics
W ilm orite ’s racing division, is 
leading Gervasio’s effort. It is a well 
organized cam paign, with civic 
presentations, a coordinated 
advertising program, a phone bank 
committee, a poster push, an April 
17 bus trip to Freehold Raceway, a 
committee of 15 local leadeers and 
an 11 minute tape explain ing 
harness racing. A town meeting vote 
on May 14 will decide the track’s 
future. A favorable 2/3 vote is 
needed.
Northeast Harness News Office Mailing Address: 
456 Boom Rd., Saco, Me 04072 
May thru October: Tel. 207-282-9295 
November thru April: Tel. 305-971-4867
Change Of Address Form
Your Name: Date:
■ Old Address:
■
I C ity :________ State: Zip:
New Address: 
City:_________ State: Zip:
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription. 
Please notify of a change immediately. Don't miss a single issue!
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072.
The Northeast Harness Newt is published In ten issues (Jan./Feb. - Mar. 
- Apr. - May - June - July - Aug. - Sept. - Oct. - N ov./D ec.) for $10.00 per 
year by Jean B. Emerson at R.R. 4, Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Second 
class postage paid in Biddeford, Me. U.S.P.S. 747-590. Postm aster send 
address changes to: Northeast Harness News, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine, 
04072.
Don’t Miss A Single Issue! i
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWsj
Subscribe Today... $10.00 per year
For those interested In the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated 
information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings 
in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year!
Keep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee. I 
Renewals and Initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New----------Renew----------Print Mailing Address CHECK NUMBER- I
NAME:____________________________________  CHECK D ATE:________|
ADDRESS:
Z I P :
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 0407
Bumper Sticker
"After a stressful, tiring work week...
Jog A Horse On The Weekend! "
What better therapy...
Obituaries
JX .”RED”DOUDS
J.L.”Red”Douds, 81, died on April 6, 1991 at the local hospital in 
Indiana, Pennsylvania. He was bom in Plumville in 1909 and was a mem­
ber of the Presbyterian Church. Mr. Douds belonged to the Indiana County 
Chamber of Commerce and was a member of tne Western Pennsylvania 
Sports Hall of Fame for his involvement in harness racing. He was the 
founder of Douds of Plumville, a retail furniture complex started in the late 
1940’s. He will be remembered as a civic leader and a community sports 
booster. He served as a Director of the Savings and Trust Bank and was a 
former member of the Pennsylvania Harness Racing Commission.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Plumville Presbyterian 
Church or the Indiana Hospital Foundation.
DR. GERALD E. DAVIDSON
Gerald E. Davidson, 69, of Brookline, Mass, and Portland, Me. died of a 
bone marrow disease on April 22, 1991 at Mass. General Hospital. 
Davidson and Joseph Ricci owner of Scarborough Downs racetrack, founded 
the Elan adolescent drug treatment centers in Portland, Waterford and 
Parsonsfield, Me.
Davidson born in Detroit, graduated from the University of Michigan 
and Wayne University Medical School. He moved to Boston in 1953 and 
earned a fellowship to Harvard Medical School. The psychiatrist was 
known nationally for his ideas on treating troubled youngsters before they 
became addicted to drugs.
CONGRATULATIONS!
Best Wishes to Donna Sawyer and Todd Dubois who were married on April 
20th. From all your friends in harness racing.
"Honest Ernest" Can Fill 
Your Shoeing Needs.
Tel. 207-282-3131
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RACEALONG STA
Allen Rd., Wells, Maine
WILLIAMSBURG ONE
p. 1:52.2m. $314,910
(Oil Burner-Auntie Mame-Bye Bye Byrd)
This classic stallion was a stakes winner at two, three and four. He had eight wins 
in 1:55 or better and a mark of 1:54.1 on a five-eighths track. He will be standing his 
second year at stud. Fee: $1,200.
Plus, first year at stud: M E N T O W IN  p. 1:56.2 (Landslide-The Cuddler-Bret 
Hanover). Fee: $500. You've seen this tough pacer at the Meadowlands and in top 
class Maine races. He's a bargain for the price!
Also Standing: BEST JEFFREY p. l:57.4h. $188,738 (Best of All-Shady dale Frisky- 
Airliner). Fee: $500.
"Setting Standards for Excellence."
"State of the Art" construction on fifty acres of lush countryside, specializing 
in boarding, breeding, foaling & layups. Offering:
• A 32 stall barn with smoke detectors and sprinklers • The best in vet service, on a 24-hour basis
• A carefully monitored feeding system • Large run-in sheds with acres of fenced paddocks
• Large foaling stalls and washroom • Heated underground waterers
• Experienced employees who provide quality care • A regulation half mile training track under construction.
Directions: Maine Turnpike-Exit 2. Turn right for three-tenths mile, the left on Rt. 9 west for four 
and a half miles to Johnson's Piano Shop -  take a left, pass Tilcon plant, go one mile to end of road, 
left again for 1.3 miles to Tatnic Rd. then left on Allen Rd. Stable on right.
Rick & Joy Moody & Family, Owners
Tel. 207-676-9024 Tel. 207-646-6236
(Farm 7 AM -  5 PM) (Home-Evenings)
0 v  V\— /tVi ?a.\' ,sv ;-/. Mf-mJil' V»'v »V» A'
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New USTA Marketing Director, Joan Zielinski, who has been 
visiting various race tracks, compares notes with Pompano PR 
man, AIlen Finkelson.
USTA PROFILE: Joan 
Zielinski, Marketing Director
BY JEAN EMERSON
This year will go into the record she served as an Assistant Professor 
books as one o f the most of Marketing at the Wharton School 
revolutionary in the 52 years that o f Business, plus serving as a 
the USTA has been in busi-ness. consultant and w riting a book, 
Along with registry  changes, “Consumer Behavior In the College 
semen transport and driver licensing M arket” . Beginning in 1985, 
comes a move in the direction of an Zielinski was appointed Executive 
industry m arketing plan. Director o f the New Jersey State 
Instrumental in the formulation of Lottery for a two year term. In 1987 
this long overdue approach, Joan she did consulting for A.T.&T. - 
Zielinski, originally of New Bedford, Maseriti - Union Carbide - and IBM, 
Mass, and more recently o f and also served three years as 
Princeton, N.J., has been selected as Associate Professor of Marketing at 
Adm inistrative D irector o f Rutgers University. For the past two 
Marketing. years, she has operated as Chairman
Chosen by the USTA’s Special of the Board at GTECH.
Selection Committee: Paul Fontaine, Joan ’s job with the USTA will 
Chairm an, o f W oonsocket, R .I.; in itia lly  include preparing an 
Richard Brandt Jr. and Corwin inventory o f industry resources, 
Nixon of Ohio; Z ielinski comes getting to know racing’s leaders and 
highly recom m ended and well visiting successful racetracks, 
experienced for the task. A graduate By m id-sum m er Zielinski will 
of North Dartmouth High School and hopefully draft a plan to help 
Emmanuel College, she received an address the dwindling interest in 
M.S. from U.C.L.A. and a PhD from harness racing...nation wide!
New South Wales in Sydney, Youthful, friendly and incredibly 
Australia. knowledgeable, Joan Zielinski will
As for business acumen, in 1980 be a welcome change for the 90’s.
USTA DIRECTORS—1991
The following is a listing of current USTA directors by district. Names followed by 
(track) indicate those seats which are specified to be held by track representatives.
DISTRICT 1— Ohio
Richard Buxton 
Robert Sidley 
Tom Aldrich (track)
Corwin M. Nixon (track)
Donald W. Hoovler 
Richard Brandt Jr.
DISTRICT 2— Indiana & Michigan
Kenny Marshall (track)
Robert Huff 
John Surbrook 
Jerry Landess
James "Chic" Young (track)
John Schuberg
DISTRICT 3— AK, AZ, CA, CO , HA, 
ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, UT, WA, WY
Richard Crow (track)
Charles Meyers 
Ivan Axelrod
DISTRICT 4— At Urge
James D. Coulter
SUB-DISTRICT 4— AR, IA, KS, M O, 
NE, OK, TX
Kermit Hinshaw
DISTRICT 8A— Metro N.Y.C.
Joe Faraldo 
Doug Warren /  >
Robert Galterio (track)
Michael Santa Maria 
Arthur Rooney Jr. (track)
DISTRICT 9— CT, ME, MA, NH, Rl. 
VT
Bert Fernald 
Paul Fontaine 
Wallace Tefft 
joe Ricci (track)
DISTRICT 5— Illinois 0
John Cisna
W. R. Johnston Jr. (Billy) (track)
Phil Langley (track)
Kim Hankins 
Dr. Ken Walker
DISTRICT 6— AL, FL, GA, KY, LA,
MS, NC, SC, TN, WV
Charles Clark
John A. Cashman Jr. (track)
Martha Brown 
Brooks Wells
DISTRICT 7— Pennsylvania
George Beinhauer 
Hans Enggren 
John Swiatek (track)
Walter Dunn
DISTRICT 10— Maritime Canada
Frank Daniels 
Norman Reeves
DISTRICT 11—  DE, DC, M D, VA
VACANT (track)
Dale Massey 
Grady Speers
DISTRICT 12— New Jersey
Anthony Abbatiello 
Sam Anzalone (track)
Alan Leavitt 
Ron Dancer 
VACANT (track)
DISTRICT 8— Upstate N.Y.
Richard Manzi 
Lon Frocione 
Creighton Brittell (track)
Phil Tully
Bruce Munn (track)
Frank White (track)
Barbara Samberg (track)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Garden State Sales
(New England Purchases)
The Meadowlands - April 8,1991 
BROODMARES
BYE BYE KIM b m (Bye Bye Byrd-Doc’s Kim) $ 13,000
George A. Smith, Jr., Greenwich, CT
NUCLEAR POWERED b m (No Nukes-Keystone Idol) $4,000
Bob Stevenson, Agent, Westbrook, ME
YEARLINGS (FOALS OF 1990)
GOLD KEY b c (Allwin Steady-Keyvic Rainbow) $1,900
Ed'Stone, Charlotte, VT
STEADY ATTACK b f  (Allwin Steady-Trixter’s Bomb) $2,200
John W. Kemp, PeppereH, MA
TWO-YEAR-OLDS (FOALS OF 1989)
PEDESTAL LADY b f  (Escort-Keystone Idol) $ 1,400
Ed Stone, Charlotte, VT
THREE-YEAR-OLDS
MING HANOVER b c (Albatross-Miss Super Sue) $6,500
Marilyn Branagan, Greene, ME
NOSEY JANE br f  (Niles Hanover-Highland Flame) $700
Bonnie Rush, Plympton, MA
FOUR-YEAR-OLDS
SISTER GRAND br f  (Niles Hanover-Killbuck Action) $4,700
Marilyn Branagan, Greene, ME
PRINCESS AMANDA b m (No Nukes-Hasti Hanover) $5,200
John W. Kemp, PeppereH, MA
FIVE-YEAR-OLDS AND OLDER
ADMIRAL NOVA b h (General Star-Tarina Hanover) $5,000
Mark Beckwith, Ft. Washington, MD
DEAC’S EXPRESS br m (Jurgy Hanover-Inland Freight) $10,000
Mario Mazza, Lawrenceville, NJ
MISS JAMBOREE b m (Astro Hill-Matina Lobell) $30,000
Lindy Farms, Somers, CT
SOUS CHEF b h (French Chef-Juanita Gal) $7,000
Ann Hennessy, Agent, Dennisport, MA
The Horse Trader
The wily ways of Willy 
Were something to behold, 
He’d buy a horse for pennies 
And trade it off for gold.
A businessman is what he was, 
Business to the core,
For when a price was offered 
He's always dealt for more.
But he has naught of worry 
now
For in the grave he lies,
We sent him off in finest style 
With pennies on his eyes.
It was a shock that killed him, 
He was beaten in a deal.
The horse he sold to Johnny 
Turned out to be a steal.
"Oh, woe is me," he clamoured 
As he wheezed for his last 
breath,
"That crooked old MacDonald 
Has sent me to my death."
"I sold to him a crippled mare 
For fifty cents a pound
And that old crook, confound 
his name,
By God! he's got her sound."
"She won a trot at Greenwood 
In fifty-eight and three,
Now horse and purse go all to 
him
And not a dime for me."
"Oh shame" he moaned as he 
lay there,
As his family stood around, 
"To think I sold a champion 
For fifty cents a pound."
Now way up there in Heaven, 
Where there is no greed or 
strife,
Willy laughs how he got beat 
For the first time in his life.
It was a shame that Willy died, 
He was only eighty-three,
But he had a lot of joy in life, 
From the times that he beat
me.
Ed Pearson
(From The Canadian Sportsman) <>
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Friends and neighbors, Bill Camp and Phil Tully attend the 
Qualifying races at Pompano Park.
So You Want To Own A  Horse!
BY PHIL PINES
The man had just bought a pacer to location and ambition. An owner 
at one of the horse auctions. It was who does all the work — who trains, 
his first horse and he was drives, and cares for the horse -  can 
understandably proud. One of keep costs down to five or six 
harness racing’s top trainer-drivers thousand dollars a year. If it is 
was standing nearby when the new necessary to hire a public trainer, as 
owner asked: “What do you think of most owners do, costs will hover 
my horse?” around $1,500 to $2,000 each month,
“Wotta ya plan to do with him?” if your horse is racing. A groom 
replied the trainer. “Race him!” receives about $125 per horse, per 
“You’ll probably beat h im ,” week. And then there are expenses 
predicted the trainer. There’s a like transportation, equipment and 
point to that little story. Unless you supplies, veterinary care, all sorts of 
are an experienced horse trader, it’s fees. This is the regular stuff, 
best to have a trainer along when If you suddenly have a champion 
you are thinking about buying a in your stable, then you might go 
horse. But select a trainer you can where the big bucks go; you could be 
trust, one that will have your best racing in the east one week, fly out 
interests at heart. to the West Coast for a rich purse
The fun of harness racing is that the next. The fare runs several 
it’s one of the few professional sports thousand dollars round trip, 
where the owner can participate. Basics also include a sulky, jog 
Not professionally, of course, unless cart and harness, three items that 
the owner wishes it. But if you have will cost about $3,500. Expenses can 
a horse, you can sit in a cart and jog be recovered and a profit made if the 
to your heart’s content; or until your horse appears in the money-winning 
trainer calls you off the track. The column enough times. Purses are 
sport can be an exciting business, a skyrocketing eveiwwhere. There is a 
wonderful hobby, or both. There are long, long list of events each year 
some basics to be aware of, however, that offer at least $100,000 to the 
before you get a horse. winners. In that group there are a
W hat’s it cost, for example, to handful o f m illion dollar races 
keep a race horse? A Standardbred making it possible for an owner to 
— that’s the breed name of those becom e rich instantly. In 1990 
harness horses that trot or pace -  harness tracks across Am erica 
can cost anywhere from $1,000 to offered well over a quarter-billion 
$300,000 and up. In their 1990 dollars in purses. There were more 
yearling sales at Harrisburg, the than 50,000 starters going after it 
Standardbred Horse Sales sold 822 and almost as many owners in the 
yearlings for over $18 million for an clubhouses, grandstands, or lining 
average of more than $22,000. Of the rails cheering them on. 
that 822, eleven were purchased at Of course, you don’t HAVE to be 
prices of more than $100,000, a clue rich to own a Standardbred. But it 
as to how much money you should helps. So if you decide to get a horse 
stu ff in your pocket before the and get in the business, don’t be like 
bidding. the new owner who had the money
If your horse gets to the races — and his trainer who had the 
and a lot of them don’t -  how much experience. Six months later, it was 
is needed to keep him racing? Well, the trainer who had the money, and 
the costs of training vary according the owner the experience.
FEME TREE MIXED SALE
Cumberland Fairgrounds 
May 30,1991
Billy Mosher, Auctioneer 
Equipment At 10:00AM. 
Horses To Follow
For More Information Call: 
Clayton Smith 207-846-5649
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Harness Profile: 
Gardiner Patterson
Gardiner Patterson has been 
writing for the Northeast Harness 
News for a number o f years. He 
comes well recom m ended. This 
profile will allow friends and 
patrons the opportunity to recognize 
his many talents and achievements.
—The Editor.
Gardiner Patterson grew up in 
Bangor, M aine, attending local 
schools and H iggins C lassical 
Institute. He graduated from the 
University of Maine with a Masters 
Degree and did graduate work at 
Columbia University. Patterson is 
not a neophyte in the writing game, 
as he has done magazine and 
newspaper reporting in New York 
and Maine, at the Bangor Daily 
News, Portland Press Herald & 
Sunday Telegram . He taught at 
Bangor High School. Orono High 
School. Pennell Institute and for 
over twenty years in Westport, Ct.
Patterson has com bined his 
interest in harness racing with 
newspaper reporting to do the 
publicity for five seasons at Gorham 
Raceway during the regime of Roy 
Sinclair and Joe Cianchette. Over 
the years he has worked with some 
of the best; Allan Mollison, Thaxter 
Trafton, Sam Michaels at Bangor, 
and a host of other harness officials 
such as; Mose Nannigan, Bill Berry, 
Clayton Smith, Tom Kiley, John 
N ichols, Ed Keller, Phil and 
Margaret Pearson...to name a few.
W hile working at Gorham, 
Gardiner prom oted the fam ous 
“$10,000. Pace and $10,000. Trot” 
with the help of Norman Woolworth. 
In those days Roy Gartley and 
Buddy Reed were the outstanding 
driver/trainers. It was during this 
time that William Mayberry brought 
in the famous trotter, Galaphone to 
break the track record. Everyone 
turned out for this event; Stanley 
Dancer. Eddie Cobb, Earl Avery and
BY JEAN EMERSON
“A pples” Thomas made their 
appearances along with others who 
drove on the Grand Circuit.
The big event promoted at Bangor 
Raceway was “John R. Braden 
N ight” in honor o f the famous 
Maine pacer nicknamed The Little 
Iron Horse. People from all over 
Aroostook County and New 
Brunswick, Canada, came to the 
raceway for this occasion.
Gardiner originally became 
interested in horses through his 
father who bought and sold horses 
on his farm in Hampden, Maine, and 
he worked about five years driving 
horses in the woods early in his 
career. However, his first racehorse, 
a filly  named Ettamite was 
purchased while working in 
Connecticut. She was shipped to 
Carol Mitchell and his father to be 
trained. She was by Hot Feet and 
was too hot for the M itchells to 
handle.
This led to an acquaintance with 
Jam es Lee M cKenney who did 
manage to get her behind the gate, 
which in most trainers eyes was a 
miracle. This relationship continued 
on for fifteen years. Some others 
trained by McKenney were C liff 
Dean and Miss Verona. Russ 
Lanpher trained his favorite, Lee G., 
and Warren Strout prepped Scott’s 
Key and the Maine Stakes filly, 
Bonnie Eagle. More recently Clayton 
White has been training his Cola 
Cowboy. “Harness racing is like a 
roller coaster” he states,"first your 
up and then your down. But it’s 
been a lot of fun, and I’ve made a lot 
of friends. No regrets!”
It would be only fair to mention 
the fact that Gardiner has published 
a book he wrote named “Docker” 
gleaned from his days in teaching. 
At the present time he is working on 
getting his latest effort to the 
publisher. Guess what! It’s a book 
about harness racing!
Gardiner Patterson, roving reporter for the Northeast Harness 
News, enjoys the winter season at his Delray Beach residence.
Northeast Harness News
It Pays To Advertise!
Congratulations to Walter Case Jr. on 4,500 wins. Shown here at 
Lewiston Raceway Drivers Championship in 1987 with the 
great, Herve Filion.
Drivers Approaching
Career Milestones
The follow ing drivers are 
approaching career victory m ile­
stones, according to the Data 
Processing Departm ent o f the 
United States Trotting Association.
The figures here represent the
total number of victories recorded by 
each individual and reported to the 
USTA by the date above. For 
updates on these drivers, or on any 
driver, contact the USTA Publicity
5000 Victories 2000 V ictories (contd.) John Stark, Jr. 1457
Bill Gale 4890 Reg Gassien 1979 1000 Victories
4500 Victories Connel W illis 1963 W inston
Bill O'Donnell 4482 Bill Lam bertus 1966 Lineweaver 999
Dave M agee 4469 Jim  M cClure 1962 Don Brainard 999
W a lte r  Case. Jr. 4461 Bill Irvine 1959 Jim G roff 998
3500 Victories Gerald Longo 1957 Bev Heywood 998
Stanley Banks 3491 J eff Fout 1956 Mike Fagliarone 995
Carl Putnam , Jr. 3467 Gary M ills 1951 Ifed Smith 992
Lumen Fontaine 3458 1500 Victories M ark O’M ara 990
3000 Victories Phil Lafram boise 1499 Gary Payne 990
Steve Condren 2994 Bill Popfm ger 1498 Dave Duncan 987
Garv M osher 2924 Tom Swift 1488 Gordon Norris 985
2500 Victories Rick Plano 1481 Steve M artz 983
Doug Rankin 2497 Kevin Wallis 1480 Dave Cowell 979
Keith Linton 2490 Billy Faucher 1475 Jerry Ross 978
Ted Taylor 2487 Scott Rowe 1472 John Patterson, Sr. 977
M ario Baillargeon 2476 Real Cormier 1467 Art Bier 975
Jim  M arohn 2473 Ed Huntbach 1467 Dave Darnell 975
Bill Bresnahan 2466 Charles K. W illiam s 1466 Bruce Riegle 975
Llovd Gilm our 2460 Claude Savignac 1465 Dan Ater 974
2000 Victories Guy Larusn 1459 Lyle M acArthur 973
Garry M acDonald 1995 Dwayne Pletcher 1459 Allan Hohner 971
Bob O 'Dwyer 1985 Dan Rom o 1458 Richard Curran 971
RAINBOW STAKE SERVICE, INC.
P.O. B ox 747 • W e stb u ry -N Y  11590 
516-333-0155  * F ax 5 1 6 -333 -0817  ____
Computerized Nominations and 
Stake Payments
Nominations and Stake Payments-Weanling/Yeariing-2. 3. -
& Aaeo Horses
Monthly Closer Notification-U.S. and Canada 
Complete Race Listings witn Full Fee Schedule including SuDDiements 
■ Professional Appraisals for Business, Personal or income Tax Purposes
All Services are Strictly Confidential 
Call or Write for our FREE Brochure!
Rosanne & Fred Goldstein
Major Credit Cards Accepted
AJimvers
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MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
1991 Racing Schedule
MONTH/TRACK MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.
JULY
Bangor Raceway
11: 3T 12: 3FP 13: 3CP
►
Bangor Raceway
2T
17: 2CP
2FP 
18: 3T 19: 3FP 20: 3CP
Scarborough Downs 24: 3T 25: 3FP 26: 3CP
Skowhegan (Ext.)
2T
30: 2CP
2FP 
31: 3T 1: 3FP 2: 3CP
AUGUST
Topsham Fair
2T
5: 2CP 6: 2FP
Northern Maine Fair
3T
8: 3FP 9: 3CP
Scarborough Downs
2T
13: 2CP
3T
14: 2FP 15: 3FP 16: 3CP
Scarborough Downs
2T
20: 2CP 21: 2FP
Union Fair
3T
22: 3FP 23: 3CP
Windsor Fair
2T
27: 2CP
3T
28: 2FP 29: 3FP 30: 3CP
SEPTEMBER 
Scarborough Downs
2T
2: 2CP
3T
4: 2FP 5: 3FP 6: 3CP
V
Scarborough Downs 11: 2T 12: 2CP 13: 2FP
Farmington Fair -
3T
18: 3FP 19: 3CP
Scarborough Downs September 21 - 2 YEAR OLD FINALS
Cumberland Fair 25: 3T 26: 3FP 27: 3CP
OCTOBER
Fryeburg Fair 2: 3T 3: 3FP 4: 3CP
Scarborough Downs -■ October 12 and/or 1 3 -3  YEAR OLD FINALS
T = TROTTERS FP = FILLY PACERS CP = COLT PACERS
(Save This Center Fold For Future Reference)
( " J V i V  v  v t j y « ^ v
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2 Year Old Con
HORSE SIRE-DAM OWNER IMPATIENT LADY Jelly Apple-Westridge Yuk S & B Bradley
A.KA. ZEPHYR TNT's Bambino-Flora Ridgecrest’s Susan Whittierlate J.A.S. Ruck-A-Chucky-Miss Melaine Hayes Kermit Allen
AIRYS CAPTAIN Groveton-Keyston Slicker Michael Lavin J.R.’S PILOT Tam 0 Champ-Mary’s Pilot A. Smith' Sr.
ALLAGASH Lovematch-Miss White Flight Richard Sanborn J.T. CHIP Barney Blue Chip-Marilyns Plouff William Fiset
ANNAPOLIS LASS Witsend’s Tribute-Sassy Bow A. J. Cayia JESSICA ROCK J s  Ring of Fire-Susie Q. Frost William Bames
ARCHANGEL Shekar Skipper-Pretzel Belle Nancy Rogers JIM BEAN One Mo' Hillbilly-Fulltime Dream Steven Knudsen
AZICOHOS Mr. Suffolk-Thorpe Along Donut Rex Ellis JIM’S TRUSTY GUY Trusty Dream-Nearly Funny Barry Howell
B’S BAMBINO TNT’S Bambino-B. Square Wilbur Kimball JOLLY OUTLAW Silent Skipper-Irie Girl G. Sidelinger
B.B. REFLECTION Barney Blue Chip-Cool Reflection Richard Shiers JULIE JINGLES Barney Blue Chip-Fulla Ginger Richard Belisle
BB'sMINNE Best Jeffery-Minnie Ball June Morowski KASHS SHADY LADY J. H. Baron-Kashapiece Timothy Moran
BEA’S FINALE The Andover Story-Bea Super George Barnard KATAHDIN KATE Willow Skipper-Lisa Barmin Timothy Powers
BERRY FLASHY Hoyt Lobell-Flamboyant Quest Robert K. Berry KATES REWARD Royal Reward-Carlisle Kate Bert Femald
BERTHA One Mo’ Hillbilly-Beaula Bruce Bridgham KAW-KAWLIN J. Startross-Mighty Individual C. & H. Jones
BOBBYT Silent Skipper-Melissa Electra G & K Merrill KEEWAYDIN STAR Startross-Keewaydin Ankada Hubert Barker
BOWLEY BROOK ALICE RicciBoldPayster-Bowley Brook K.K. Donnell Graham KELVINS FIRST BABE Kelvin Lobell-Sarah T. Knight Ellery C. Corson
BOWLEY BROOK WILL RicciBoldPayster-Special Hello Donnell Graham KENNEBEC WINDY Trusty Dream-Lucindy Saindon/Epstein
BRANCHBROOK STEVE Miles End Steve-Shiraway Eiien W. Whitcher KINDATUFF Barney Blue Chip-Bay State Ginny Lynn-Marie Smith
BREEZY BRENDA Barney Blue Chip-Impromptu Greg Annaloro KNOTCH HILL CINDY Springfest-Knotch Hill April Oak Ridge Farm
BRENDA’s BEN The Fireball-Chinbro Brenda Ival Chianchette L.C. REMINGTON Springfest-Sprite’s Dream Thom s/Lud wig
BRIGHT MORNING Rucka Chucky-Mary B's Donut Nancy Rogers L.S. CINDY8 GIRL Royal Reward-Noble Cindy Gary Gray
BUDDY BREEZE Thecond Brudder-JD's Kitty David Greenleaf L.S. PRIMER Royal Reward-Mikie's Thunder Harold Ralph
C'MON DEB DEE Best Jeffrey-Top Spin J. Donovan L.S. ROYAL STAR Royal Reward-Precious Velvet Bert Femald
CAN WIL CHRIS Willow Skipper-Candy Pants R. St. Pierre L.S. SHARPY Royal Reward-Keystone Heart Charles R. Kelly
CASH TONIGHT Shekar Skipper-Molly Collins Nancy Rogers LA FRENIEREIZER Le Coursier-Kreker's Skater Tom Beckwith
CASS ON TIME Shekar Skipper-Bonnie Rocklin Nancy Rogers LA GRANDE GOOSE E. Silent Skipper-Fleet Goose Steven Cook
CHARLENE CHIP Barney Blue Chip-Miss Wells Lea R. Cole LADDIE ANGLES Laddie Angus-JJ's Donna Linda Hartley
COBBOSSEE TNT's Bambino-Regal Carrie John DiStefano LAKE VALLEY MISS Mastermind-M K's Dream Barry Howell
COULTER’S BEST Best Jeffrey-Coulter’s Big Bird Trudy Glaster LALITA RIDGECREST Fly Fish-Paulita May Brian White
CRANMEADOW JESSIE Best Jeffery-J.M. Frill Edward Hall LANCE ROMANCE J.H. Baron-Sassoon Kelly Bickmore
DANGEROUS DENIS Cavenish-Jenny Forwood Alroy Chow LAVISH JENNY Best Jeffrey-Spike's Cathy Basil Kellis
DARBYS PEPPY Cavenish-Darby's Victory Thelma Zankowski LAVISH LOLLIPOP Witsend’s Tribute-Sweet Lollipop Rocco Boni
DARCY MY LADY My Bill Forwood-Shawsheen Lady Marcia Salmon LECOURSIER ROUGE LeCoursier-Sterling Ginger R.Lord & C.Hopkins
DELSEY Skipper Gene Marx-Mighty Irish Peg Roosevelt Susi LIL DANCING SPYDA Thurston Hanover-Laughing Laurie Peter Beatham
DEXTER TIGER My Bill Forwood-Inkus James Spear, Jr. LINDONS JOLT Skipper Gene Marx-Fiddlefoot Wayne Colby
DIAMOND SYL Sheryl's Number-Diamond Beauty Thomas F. Smith LINDONS PREPPY LaCoursier-Petal Pusher Carl Marean
DOC BERRY Persuadable-Baronella Robert K. Berry LIVE REPORT Laverto Hanover-Vivid Adios Oak Ridge Farm
DONNYBROOKAMY Armbro Lightning-Oily Baby Donnybrook Farm LONG HILL PAULE Witsend's Tribute-BB's Sparkle Paul Battis
FINAL STORY Final Say-Aroostook Maid Yale R. Ashe LOU'S LAD The Fireball-Lou Ayres Ronald Giggie
FIRST READEN Persuadable-Bonquet of Roses Tom Perkins M.L.’8 Thurston Hanover-Best of Wise Gene S. Smith
FOOTLOOSE N M.S. HOPE Shekar Skipper-Moon Madness E. & C. Parks
FANCY FREE Shekar Skipper-Jenny Collins Nancy Rogers MARCUS WILL BE Willow Skipper-Nobette Lewis Hoxie
FRASTUS Bamf-Gaelic Brogue Nancy Rogers MARZA’S BEST Best Jeffrey-Marza Donald Frasier
GAELIC AMBER Sheryl’s Number-Arbro Whimzy Thomas F. Smith McWEBB Skipper Gene Marx-Lucky Lulu Scott McGee
GAELIC DYNAMITE TNT’s Bambino-Delcrest Barb Ronald Fournier MEMORY OF CLASS Le Coursier-Lottie Jane B. Friel
GAELIC GENERAL C aveni sh-Generality Marilyn Branagan MEPHISTOPHLES Shekar Skipper-First Peach Nancy Rogers
GAELIC LASER Cavenish-Lovely's Miss Brian J. Kelly MIC MAC ANNIE State Senator-Miss Waynie Hayes N. & J. Lohnes
GAELIC MODEL Sheryl’s Number-Meadow Shining Barbara Goodell MIGHTY BILL My Bill Forwood-Mighty Lisa Lee Wayne Colby
GAELIC NOTABLE Sheryl's Number-Napoleon’s Queen Rick Masson MILES END YANCE Miles End Steve-Miles End Ida K. & F. Howell
GAELIC SUPER T TNT’s Bambino-Sugar Spur Kim Vance MISS CHARMAINE B. TNTs Bambino-Silky Sassy W. Wagg
GALLAHUE FLASH Tarbesto Hanover-DonnybrookQueen James E. Dunn MISTY MOUNTAINGOLD Barney Blue Chip-Gay Promise Racealong Stables
GENE SPLICER Skiper Gene Marc-Star Is Bom Donald Holsapple MJ’S DARK STAR One Mo’ Hillbilly-Scratch N Sniff Steven Knudsen
GOODYS DELIGHT J. H. Baron-Amy's Escort H. R. Estes’ HI MS EBONY ROSE Thurston Hanover-Don’s Dianne R & D Hodge
H. B. McKINNEY Groveton-Kathy's Kash Nancy Levi MY BILL BRANAGAN My Bill Forwood-Giri Friday Alroy Chow
HAIR BEAR RIDGE Silent Skipper-Cara Sean R. & K  Vance MY BILL HEATHER My Bill Forwood-Classy Schatzie Brian Kelley
HAPPY THROCKMORTON Willow Skipper-Most Happy Hillary Robert Chaffee MY BILL HUGO My Bill Forwood-French Queen Steve Blood
HOCKOMOCK Springfest-Sissy H. Lewis Gray MY BILL ROYAL My Bill Forwood-Royal Sterling Harry Badger
BREEDERS STAKES 1991
inuation List
HURRY BALL The Fireball-Hurricane Peach Ival Cianchette MY BILL SUGARBEAR My Bill Forwood-Weddings Bells Harry Badger
A  MY FANTASY FORWOOD My Bill Forwood-Scarle:t Fantasy Stanton Walker SASSY SARITAB Trusty Dream-Wilbea Marionette Timothy Powers
“  MYSTIC GLO J.’s Ring of Fire-Phoebe's Star William Barnes SCREEMING MIMI Armbro Blaze-Miss Janet G N. St. Clair
MYSTIC MIRACLE Royal Reward-Greenacres Bunny B. Rawcliffe SENSITIVE ISSUE Tam 0 Champ-Bit of Chochlate Gary W. Moore
N.J.'S GOLDENGIRL Barney Blue Chip-Artisian Girl Norman Watson SHARP TO TOUCH Kawartha T-Bar-Hurricane Judi Loring Norton
NEW ENGLAND GRIT Groveton-New England Nancy Levi SHAWNEE P. Barney Blue Chip-Peggy P W. Jordan
NICELY DONE Soar-Michael’s Dream Duane Boynton SHIRL’s TROUBLE Stoddard Hanover-Lucille J. Joseph C. Smith
NIGHT SAIL My Bill Forwood-Domestic Aide B. Thoms/H. Ludwig SHURFINE MISSY Willow Skipper-Ms JK Champ Neal Tranten
NINJA STAR Private Jet-Fulla Lassie David Slocomb SILENT BARONESS Silent Skipper-Blonde Baroness Marcia Salmon
OAK RIDGE HOLLY Laverto Hanover-Red Oak's Fire Oak Ridge Farm SILENT GEORGE Silent Skipper-J. M. Vesper R. & D. Duncan
OAK STREET ROONEY Silent Skipper-Gemma's Girl F. Vallee' Sr. SILENT GOLD Silent Skipper-D.J.'s Gold / Bill Lubier
OLD DOC HEATH Persuadable-Honest Linda P & P Leavitt SMASHING PRINCESS Silent Skipper-My Fair Princess Raymond Rogers
OME OMY SOMERSET BRUDDER Thecond Brudder-Most Happy Jill B. Kerschner
MONTGOMERY Shekar Skipper-Bonzai Monti Nancy Rogers SOMERSET BRUT Skipper Gene Marx-Champane Bunny E&P McLaughlin
ORONO Skipper Gene Marx-Minoka Hanover Roosevelt Susi SOMERSET MISS Thecond Brudder-Wilbea Puppett Timothy Powers
PACEALONG LADY J. Mountain Skipper-Tinker’s Lady J. John Nason SOMERSET VALENTINE Trusty Dream-Michiane Polka Barbara Goodell
PATS RING OF FIRE J's Ring of Fire-Win Marie Alton Worth SPEEDY SARAH Skipper Speed-Jenny's Jet Leonard Pierce
PB S REPRO Kawartha T. Barr-Peachy's Betsy Edward Sturgeon SPOLIATOR Persuadable-Mann Girl Laurice Bean
PEANUT AVENGER Peanut Gallery-Happy Blossom Loring Norton SPRINGS DELIGHT Springfest-Determined Squirt W. Wilson' Sr.
PERCY DAY Persuadable-Nero's Sabina Donald Richards SPRINGTIME MELODY Springfest-Melsong Rainbow Alberta Emerson
PERCYs WIMP Persuadable-Lou Can Tangle Marshall Pratt STAR'S SUPERSITION Startross-Maybe Misty Loring Norton
PINE RIVER BOP Mountain Skipper-Annie Called John Nason STEP BYE TIME Mr. Suffolk-Speedy Jill Edward Nickerson
PINE RIVER CASSIE Bamf-Pine River Fever John Nason STEPH’S FINALE Stephen O-Phoebe Belle Kenneth Miller
PINETREE PHYLIS Mountain Skipper-Computer’s Champ John Nason STRIKER My Bill Forwood-Able Nedra R. Prudenzano
PRESQUE ISLE Best Jeffrey-Go Miss Isle Paul Battis STRUCK BY LOVE Bret's Boy-Pacealong Heather Gloria Hall
PRINCESS TRIBUTE Witsend's Tribute-Hardtime Rosie R. & B. Patoine SUFFOLK’S SCOOTER Mr. Suffolk-Avon Scat Harold Newman
PUG'S BOY LeCoursier-Mother Marie R. Roberts, Jr. TASHAS BRANDY Mr. Suffolk-Tashas Baby Byron Ballard
PUSSYWILLOW Willow Skipper-Rejoice Rocco Boni TAX DEDUCTABLE Spri ngfest-Taxette Alberta Emerson
QUESTIONABLE Witsend Tribute-Question Advice W & D Whittemore TERESA'S DREAM Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K Greg Tulloch
QUICK TRUST Trusty Dream-Quick Star Sheryl Bragg THOUG Barney Blue Chip-Just A Plain Theodore Robbins
QUICKPEACE Best Jeffrey-Quicker Than Most James Baxter TILL I WALTZ AGAIN Best Jeffrey-Gaelic Waltz Paul Battis
QUIK'S BAMBINO TNTs Bambino-Quickly Thomas Smith TNTS CLOVER TNTS Bambino-WhiteldMaryBeth A. Gallant
R.B.’S PLAYTIME One Mo' Hillbilly-Harry's Sandy Bruce Bridgham TOBY Skipper Gene Marx-American Princess Roosevelt Susi
RACE ME B.G. GG Skipper-B.J. Brettina Race Me Stables TONITE’S THE NITE Soar-Lynn Again Josette Bartlett
RACE ME G. MAJOR GG Skipper-Race Me Courtney Race Me Stables TRANSISTER Mr. Suffolk-Eleanor Boniai Elmer Ballard
RACE ME GENIUS Springfest-Race Me Smartly Race Me Stables TRAVELING SAILOR Best Jeffrey-Surf Side Miss G. Reynolds
RACE ME MARBLE GG Skipper-Race Me Aggie Race Me Stables TRIGGER Skipper Gene Marx-Pitter Patter Roosevelt Susi
RACE ME MELODY GG Skipper-Southwind Serenade Race Me Stables TRUST R DINA . Trusty Dream-Ardina Sterling Barry Howell
RACEALONG NOKOMIS Barney Blue Chip-GC Matriarch Paul Landry TRUSTY CALL GIRL Trusty Dream-Phone Home Greg Tulloch
RACEALONG RUTH Best Jeffrey-Becky Lee Lobell Racealong Stable TURN ON RED Best Jeffery-Casino Ore June Morowski
RACEALONG TRAKKER Best Jeffrey-Allison Racealong Stable TWENTY-TO-ONE Royal Reward-Ian's Holly Norman Watson
RAJEN ABEL Best Jeffrey-Fals Tootsie Linda Hartley UNNAMED Tam-O-Champ-Bunny.Gale Clifton Bradbury
RAMBLINON Witsend’s Tribute-Fairest Rambler Frank Withee UNNAMED Best Jeffery-Miss Happy Ridge Clifton Bradbury
^RASTU S Trusty Dream-Branch of Irish Roosevelt Susi UNNAMED Ricci Bold Payster-Sally Hemings Kevin Hebert
™ R E D  LACE MIKE Startross-Shady Lace Loring Norton VIRGIN RAIN Cement Mixer-Problem Child C. Chamberlin
REMEMBER NOW Best Jeffrey-Kim Now Frank Withee WEBSTER’S PRIDE My Bill Forwood-Sun & Kisses W. Reed, Jr.
RICCrS ESCORT Ricci Bold-Rena Beth J. & B. Flagg WESTRIDGE TOM-D Jelly Apple-Icy Delight C. Paul Mullen
ROBIE S FIRST LADY Robetross-Lady Ebony John Ernest, Jr. WICKED GOOD FRANK Royal Reward-Helen's Lady l.*eter Salley
ROBIE S FLASH Robetross-Eastem Flashy John Ernest, Jr. WIL 0 PLAYBOY Willow Skipper-Brenda'8 Doll Brenda Billings
ROBYN'S BAMBINO TNT'S Bambino-Close To Me S. Churchill WILD WEE WILLEY My Bill Forwood-Mainstream R. Prudenzano
ROD’S SECOND Most Happy Rod-King's Treasure R.Bourgoin WILL-HE-NELSON Thecond Brudder-Rums Pride W.Tumer &
ROYAL A.J. Royal Reward-Lily Frost Justine DiBiaso R.DiPompo, Jr.
ROYAL ROCK Royal Reward-Nannette L'otherio Walter Ward WILLOW QUEEN Willow Skipper-Romano Queen Robert Sampson
RUSTY BROOM Trusty Dream-Andy's Broom Clifton Bradbury WILLOWS COCKY LAD Willow Skipper-Soyonaro Lorraine Hayden
SABATTUSAPLUS Fair Thro-Cynte Dream J. Rancourt WIN DOUGH LeCoursier-Lady Elite S. Churchill
SABATTUS STREAKER Fair Thro-Cape Pine Luprince J. Rancourt WINDROSE BUTLER LeCoursier-Carolyn Butler Kennebec Pace Club
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Secaucus, N.J. — A veritable 
Who’s Who in the world of Harness 
Racing congregated at the 
Meadowlands on Sunday, April 7th 
for the 45th Annual United States 
Harness Racing Association Awards 
Dinner.
The venerable Stan Bergstein 
emceed the presentation of trophies 
for the various categories held in the 
Pegasus Room with nearly 400 in 
attendance.
USHWA Living Hall o f Fame: 
JOHN CAMPBELL, a native o f 
London, Ontario, who at the age of 
35 is the youngest ever to be so 
honored. His winnings include a 
record $90 m illion in purses, 14 
Breeders Crown Championships and 
5200 victories, seventh on the all- 
time list. WILLIAM O’DONNELL, a 
native of Springhill. Nova Scotia, at 
the age of 42 has won more than 
4450 races and $71 m illion in 
purses. He drove Nihilator to the 
world’s fastest mile of 1:49.3 in 1985. 
PRES JENUINE, who hails from 
Illinois where he was born six 
decades age. He is credited with 
introducing new systems o f race 
classification and also introducing 
the plastic wheel disc. A top Western 
Harness Racing official, he brought 
top class racing to the West Coast.
USHWA W riter’s Corner: 
WILLIAM F. BROWN Jr. , who hails 
from Batavia, N.Y. began his 
harness writing career in 1947 and 
has served as Publicity Director at 
both Batavia Downs and Buffalo 
Raceway. He presently is in his 25th 
year as Executive Secretary of 
USHWA and recently had a book 
published, “The Batavia Downs 
Story 1940-1990”. PHILIP APINES 
is currently Director of the Trotting 
Horse Museum in Goshen, N.Y., ana 
has been involved with the operation 
since 1951. His weekly newspaper 
columns “On The Rail” and radio 
program “The Great Am erican 
Pastime” has earned his numerous 
journalism awards. He also has been 
honored by the North Am erican 
Harness Publicists Association with 
the “Golden Pen Award”.
N ational Breeders Award:
STONER CREEK STUD, founded by 
Norman W oolworth and the late 
David Johnson, whose wife now 
assists at the farm located in Paris, 
Ky. With the talent of breeding the 
best to the likes of Meadow Skipper, 
Nevele Pride and French Chef, this 
farm always will rank at or near the 
top. The talented Beach Towel , with 
earnings in excess of $2million in 
1990, continues to help make this 
farm where he was bred, a classic 
among the rest.
Proximity Achievement Award: 
USTA TROTTING & PACING 
GUIDE edited by John Pawlak, is so 
fact-filled  with accurate and 
comprehensive data on the past and 
present records of harness racing 
that it has become an indispensable 
reference book.
Clem McCarthy Good Guy Award: 
JOHN CASHMAN Jr. is a person 
who exem plifies the word 
“cooperation” with the media across 
the country and whose conduct 
always reflects credit on himself and 
all o f harness racing. Cashman 
currently is President of Harness 
Tracks o f Am erica, Pompano 
Harness Track and Castleton Farms.
R ising Star Award: JERRY 
RIORDAN, who was born in 
Warwick, R.I. moved with his family 
to Presque Isle, Maine, when he was 
11 years old. His career started 
when he bought a horse with his two 
brothers early on and continued to 
1990 when he reached the top under 
the direction of prominent owner, 
Lou Guida. Prior to this past season, 
he worked for the Chuck Sylvester 
Stable as a trainer for six years 
where he had the opportunity to be 
associated with the champion 
trotter, Mack Lobell. In 1990 the big 
horse in his stable was Embassy 
Lobell. 1:54.4 . a trotter who earned 
more than $1 ,m illion and was 
runner-up to Trotter O f The Year, 
Harmonious.
E.Roland Harriman Horse of the 
Year Award: BEACH TOWEL, who 
started the year by winning five in a 
row and finished by winning the 
Breeders Crown at Pompano Park in 
track record 1:51.2. He went on to
win over $2m illion in 1990 and 
completed the season with a lifetime 
mark of 1:50 at DuQuoin.
Trotter o f the Year: 
HARMONIOUS, who earned only 
$2,450. as a two year old, but came 
back as a three year old to win the 
elim ination heat for the 
Hambletonian in 1:55 and the final 
in 1:54.1 for the winners share of the 
$673,000. purse. After a win in the 
Zweig M em orial and the World 
Trotting Derby he completed the 
season with a lifetime mark of 1:53.2 
and earnings of over $lmillion.
USHWAN of the Year Award: 
STEVE WOLF is the youngest 
winner in this category. He has been 
Dinner Chairman for the past three 
years and Ad Bood Journal 
Chairman for two years. In addition 
to this he is Director of Publicity and 
M arketing at Freehold Raceway, 
trustee of the Harness Horse Youth 
Foundation and helps his dad, who 
is a trustee of the New Jersey Sire 
Stakes.
John Hervey Newspaper Award: 
CLYDE HIRT, who is a three time 
winner. His story on the closing of 
R oosevelt Raceway was a line 
investigative report.
John Hervey Magazine Award: 
WILLIAM HELLER, who is another 
three time winner. His series 
covered the aspects o f decision 
making by drivers at Yonkers and 
the Meadowlands.
John Hervey TV Award: BRAD 
DIAMOND whose half hour program 
on the World O f Harness Racing 
featured the Elitlopp Trot for best 
presentation.
John Hervey Radio Broadcasting 
Award:TONY DOUCETTE whose 
radio coverage was cited for 
excellence through a non-visual 
description, leaving the listener well 
informed.
Honorary USHWA Membership 
Award:ANDY GRANT, President 
and CEO o f the H am bletonian 
Society, who also operates the 
Bradford Bloodstock Agency.
Owner O f The Year: SETH 
ROSENFELD, who performs like a 
veteran in the business, though only
24 years o f age. His Horse Of The 
Year, Beach Towel, reaped all of the 
victories in 1990.
Glen Garnsey Trainers Award: 
BRUCE NICKELS (co-winner) After 
having a successful driving career 
with 1500 wins and over $5.7million 
in purses he decided to turn to the 
world of training. This year Miss 
Easy turned out to be the top filly of 
1990.
GENE REIGLE (co-winner)After 
an illustrious career he decided to let 
his sons, Bruce and Alan, do the 
driving and in 1990 he ended up 
with the fastest two year old pacing 
colt in the world, Artsplace p. 1:51.1. 
in the Breeders Crown.
President’s Award: KENNETH R. 
FISCHER, who bought a race horse 
and a run down farm and 165 acres 
in 1982, and now owns Gaitway 
Farm, one o f the finest in the 
country. In December o f 1990 he 
purchased Freehold Raceway saving 
it as a racetrack before the 
developers stepped in.
President’s Award: ALLEN J. 
FINKELSON, who started his career 
at Monticello Raceway and is now 
the high profile PR man at Pompano 
Park. He has top organizational 
talents and is known for gaining the 
cooperation of all concerned . He has 
a heart of gold and has helped many 
in this industry.
Mike Lee - Leading Dash Winner 
Trophy: HERVE FILION, who has 
more wins than anyone in the 
sport... 12,700 to date. This is his 
third Driving Title.
Ed Binneweg - Leading Money 
W inning Trophy: JOHN
CAMPBELL, who has been at the 
top for the last five years with 
earnings to date of $11,620,878.
Dick Baker - Second Trainers 
Award: AIME CHOQUETTE, who 
came from Canada and worked for 
Del Miller during his entire career. 
He has cared for some of the greats; 
Speed In Action, Arndon, Tarport 
Hap and the great Delm onica 
Hanover who won the Prix 
d’Amerique in 1974.
Congratulations are in order for 
all the deserving award winners!
I
Harness Heroes Are Here! THANKS!—  1 1.....To Earl Tunick of Resort Photos, 1988 USHWA’n Of The Year, who 
so kindly supplies us with pictures at the HTA Awards, USHWA 
Awards and Hall Of Fame. We appreciate your services,
YE ED
If initial response to the news that 
Harness Hero cards are available is 
any indication of success, the just- 
out, collectable and tradable cards 
should be the hottest thing since the 
tw in-trifecta. Sponsored and 
published by The Harness Horse 
Youth Foundation with the aid of a 
seed grant of $500. from the Illinois 
Harness Horsemen’s Association and 
$10,000. from the U.S.T.A, the cards 
have been at least five years in the 
making. '**
The Harness Hero cards were first 
introduced to the public at the 
annual banquet of the U.S.H.W.A in 
April. Previous to this the Youth 
Foundation had been sending out
teaser news releases..... "Harness
Hero cards are coming, but who are 
the heroes?” Finally we know! The 
first printing of 35 cards includes 26 
equine heroes, five humans and four 
events, and who are they? There are 
no surprises among the five trainers 
or drivers. They include two of the
reatest catch-drivers of all time, 
ohn Campbell and Herve Filion, 
and three of what used to be called 
trainer-drivers, like Stanley Dancer, 
W illiam  Haughton and Delvin 
Miller.
With the 26 horses it’s a more 
complicated story. Many of the horse 
heroes are from the past...D an 
Patch, for instance who went in 1:55 
about 80 years before it became 
com m onplace. Meadow Skipper, 
whose influence on the breed was 
incalculable. Greyhound, whose 
trotting record stood for 32 years. 
Others like Bret Hanover are still 
with us, and it’s easy to remember 
their glory.
Some beloved Harness Heroes 
make the list for sentim ental 
reasons...Silk Stockings, who raced 
to help autistic children; Fresh 
Yankee, who sold for $900. and was 
the first harness mare to earn over a 
m illion; Ram bling W illie, whose 
earnings were tithed to the church. 
Others were chosen because their
achievements were so monumental: 
Niatross, the first Standardbred to 
pace a mile under one minute fifty 
seconds; Mack Lobell, still the 
world’s fastest trotter.
As for the four events that seemed 
worthy of being dubbed immortal, 
one of them is the 1988 March of 
Dimes Trot. The other two races 
were both dead heats: the litigated J  
1989 Hambletonian, with Probe and 
Park Avenue Joe; and the Tattersal 
pace, when Jaguar Spur went nose 
to nose with the great grey, Laag.
Initially, racetracks, harness gift 
shops and horsemen organizations 
will distribute the cards. They are 
packaged in groups o f seven, 
randomly chosen, thus making lots 
of opportunity for trading to get a 
sought-after favorite.
For further information, contact 
Ellen Taylor at the Harness Horse 
Youth Foundation, 14950 Greyhound 
Ct., Suite 210, Carmel. Indiana 
46032 Tel. 317-848-5132.
43rd USHWA Awards Banquet At The Meadowlands
USHWA Good Guy Award is presented to John Cashman of Castleton 
Industries by Sport's Eye exec. Clyde Hirt and Batavia's Barry Lefkowitz.
New Hall Of Famer, Pres Jenuine, accompanied by his wife, accepts the 
placque from SBOA’s Tony Abbatiello and USHWA secretary Bill Brown.
USHWA Writers Comer Award is presented to Hall Of Fame Director, Phil 
Pines by Chapter Photographer, Earle Tunic and Woodstock Stud Sale 
Director, Phil Tully.
Hall Of Fame Inductee, Top Driver, Bill O'Donnell accepts trophy from Bob 
Quigley of Garden State - Allan Gutterman, A sst Gen. Mgr. Meadowlands - 
Stan Bergstein, Exec. Vice President of HTA.
John Campbell, Hall Of Fame Inductee and wife, Paula are presented the 
trophy by USHWA Rep. from New England, Bob Lieberm an. Leon  
Zimmerman, Dottie Haughton and Race Secretary, Joe DeFrank.
USHWA Two Year Old Pacing CHamp Award - Marv Bachrad, Bob Lieberman 
and John Barton present to owners George Segal and Brian Moniesom.
i Exec. HTA Asst. Chris McErlean and Pompano Comm. Dir. Joe Hartmann 
present top Pacing Mare Award to owner, George Boychuk and wife, Olga.
Beach Towel’s "H orse O f The Year” Award is presented by USHWA 
Chairman of the Board, Allen Finkelson to Seth Rosenfeld and Uptown 
Stable representatives.i v « ' • S  ^ ' r » • ‘ * * i f •> 7 - r * <* - \  ,
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Monticello News
Heavyweight Driving Contestants pose with Debbie Siegel 
“Miss Monticello” . Average weight of drivers was 241 lbs. 
The winner....Colin Mosher of Irasburg, Vt.
MONTICELLO, N.Y.— It was a spectacle 
and attending fans were treated to a 
harness racing first. A day after the 
heavyweight boxing champion was deter­
mined in Atlantic City, N.J., Monticello 
Raceway featured a heavyweight cham­
pionship of its own resulting in the 
crowning of Colen Mosher as harness 
racing’s heavyweight driving champ.
The 56-year-old, 257-pounder (same 
weight as George Foreman) won the final 
event in the three race competition 
earning the title at the Sullivan County 
oval on Saturday (April 20).
Going into the event as an underdog, 
like Foreman against Holyfield, Mosher 
barely qualified for the final event, 
finishing fourth in his preliminary. But 
in the finale, starting from the rail, he 
rallied favorite Mary Kay Bells to a 4- 
length triumph in 2:04.4 taking home the 
title, a trophy, a blanket and a 12-foot 
sub.
The competition for the heavyweight 
driving crown was open to reinsmen who 
could tip the scales at 200 pounds or 
more. It consisted of three races, two 
preliminaries, and a final. Drivers who 
finished fourth or better in the prelims 
earned a berth in the final.
Sixteen “heavyweights” vied for a 
chance at the title that evening, some 
gorging themselves in the final days to 
make weight. But for most it wasn’t 
necessary as the average weight of the 
competing drivers was 241.8 pounds. The 
total weight of the 16 reinsmen was 3,863 
pounds, almost four times the weight of 
an average racing Standardbred.
At the weigh-in before the competition 
as the drivers ambled on the scale in the 
winner’s circle the crowd chuckled when 
publicity director, John Manzi, an­
nounced their weights: Louie Pasciuti 
(254); Art Giambrone (229); Jeff Brewer
(214); Roy Brown (230); Steve Manzi 
(222); John Ross (246); Gary Kriz Sr. 
(241); Colen Mosher (257); Jim Delucia 
(248); Art Unger (210); Peter Stratton 
(250); George “Porky” Oakes (264); Arnie 
Woloshin (262); David Glasser (228); 
Duane Stoliker (284), and Carmine Fusco
Palladino, sports editor of the 
Kingston Daily Freeman and president 
of the Monticello;Goshen Chapter of the 
U.S. Harness Writers Association, served 
as clerk of the scales verifying the drivers 
weights.
The first preliminary was won by 
Pompano Park entrant, Jeff Brewer, 
behind Lawmaker Doc in 2:03 defeating 
Hieland John (Roy Brown) and Rosemont 
Lobell (Gary Kriz Sr.) Colen Mosher, with 
his fourth-place finish behind Gagner’s 
Folly, was the other qualifier.
The second prelim went to Geoerge 
Oakes driving Without Delay in 2:08. 
Arnie Woloshin, reining OK Mary Ann 
finished second but was disqualified and 
placed fourth behind the horses he 
interferred with. Woloshin, however, still 
qualified for the final. Lamarie Lobell 
(Art Unger) was placed second with 
Peter Stratton’s Ideal Situation moved up 
to third.
But before the final event the eight 
horses which would carry the poundage 
needed drivers. So in front of the crowd 
driving assignments were drawn by lot 
with the reinsmen getting a berth behind 
the horses whose post positions were 
determined three days prior.
In the finale, Colen Mosher tipped Mary 
Kay Bells three-deep up the backstretch 
the second time around taking command 
before the final turn and coasting home 
4 lengths better than the Art Unger- 
driven Borwin in 2:04.4. Henry’s Randyson 
was third for Jeff Brewer.
<214l.
\Ed
A harness racing movie is in the planning stages. Screen writ­
ers, Frank Coffey and Carl Waldman interview trainer, Jackie 
Brown of Jericho, Vt. for Trudy Philbin, Organizational 
Coordinator of Excel Management, Producers.
FINAL CUT......
The Best Cut Of All!
For many years New Englanders 
have been making their pilgrimage 
to the Delaware, Ohio Sale. Clayt 
Smith usually sends an entourage to 
select some bargains for his “Pine 
Tree Sale” and at any given date, one 
could bump into Carleton 
Chamberlin, Dick Bartlett or Elmer 
Ballard to name a few. If memory 
serves correctly, Arnold Stanhope 
also came home some years ago with 
the stallion, Skipper Gene Marx.
More recently, the best bargain of 
all. a yearling filly named Final Cut 
by Trim The Tree and first foal of the 
mare Humble by Falcon Almahurst 
was hammered down to partners 
Steve Tokos and Dan Mitchell for 
$1,300.
Now these two have raced cheap 
claimers on the New England circuit 
for years. They m igrated to 
Saratoga after Foxboro closed and 
managed to survive on the racing 
scene. In 1989 they traveled to the 
Delaware Sale to pick up a couple of 
cheap claimers for Saratoga and 
happened to notice three Trim The 
Tree yearlings. The stallion had been 
moved to New York, so figuring the 
trio to go cheap they took a shot on 
the only filly.
Not knowing much about young 
stock, the partners elected to turn 
her over to Jack Connell o f 
K eensville, N.Y. He broke and 
trained Final Cut and had her ready 
to qualify as a two year old in 
October at Saratoga. She won the 
qualifier by seven lengths, her first 
race by six and her second race by a 
nose in 2:03.4 (last sixteenth in 6.4 
which is fantastic at Saratoga).
A fter a couple o f starts at 
Yonkers, it was decided to try the 
mile track at Garden State before 
stoDDincr for the season. Bad luck in
the form of a flat tire caused the filly 
to stand in the trailer about eight 
hours before arriving at the paddock. 
She took all this in stride and won 
that night in 1:57.1 easily. Cat 
Manzi informed the boys after the 
race,"This filly has a future!” After 
another winning start in 1:59 the 
partners started plotting her three 
year old Stakes campaign.
When searching for trainers a t- 
the Meadowlands the names of Brettp 
Pelling and Richard Norman leap to 
the surface. Contact was made, they 
were interested and the rest is histo­
ry. As a three year old, she won her 
second start by seven lengths in 
1:55.4 and finished a super second in 
the Comforter Final, pacing her last 
quarter in 27.1.
By now she was considered a good 
filly and was the favorite in the next 
three legs of the final of the Night 
Styles. As Pelling would say,"She got 
the job done, Mate!” as the final divi­
sion saw her hung the entire mile 
getting up to w in ...six w ide...in 
1:55.1.
Final Cut is now resting, putting 
on weight and preparing for the 
wars this summer. She is currently 
the seventh leading money winner in 
the country. She is staked to the Fan 
Hanover and the Tarport Hap at the 
Meadowlands and hopefully will be 
competitive. Her season will proba­
bly start early in June at Vernon 
Downs for a return to Pelling and 
Staff. With a little luck this ride will 
continue. For Tokos and Mitchell 
the Delaware Sale was certainly 
“One Of The Best Gambles In The 
Gambling Business”. New England­
ers will undoubtedly test the waters 
again on May 13th & 14th!
BY JEAN EMERSON
$81,800 NIGHT STYLES SERIES
3- to 5-Year-Old Fillies and Mares Late-Closing Conditioned Pace 
The Meadowlands, Wednesday, February 27
HORSE PP ■/« % 3/« STR FIN DRIVER ODDS
Final Cut 4 6° 6° 6/3 I/V2 W.Fahy $e\70
Kehms Scooter 1 3 oV 5 5/2 Vi 2/'/? J. Schwind 46.80
Lady Lavinia 3 1 2 3 4/2% 3 /V2 H. Parker 3.50
Skipper’s Favorite 5 4 40 2o 2/1 APA J. Campbell 8.00
Designs On You 7 20 1 1 1/1 6pl5/2 J. Moiseyev e‘ .70
Ms New Era 10 10 10 10 9/6% 7pl6/23/« W. O’Donnell 36.30
Buddy’s Girl 6 5 5 40 3x/1 5pl7/2 M.Lachance ee4.00
Legacy Almahurst 2 6 7 7 7/5 8/3 R Farrington 100.10
Altons Dream 8 8 80 8° 8/5 V2 9/3'/« J. Takter 29.00
Carver’s Nukes 9 9 9 90 10/10'* 10/10V4 M. Lancaster ee4.00
Tim e—:28 :56.1 1:26 1:55.1
b f, 3 Trim The Tree-Humble by Falcon Almahurst 
Owned by: Daniel Mitchell & Stephen Tokos 
Bred by: Wilton Acres
Trained by: Richard Norman/Brett Pelling Stable 
Mutuels—$3.40, 2.80, 2.20; 13.60, 5.00; 2 40
THANKS! THANKS! THANKS!
Sometimes without realizing it, subscribers help publishers locate 
advertising (the lifeblood of any publication). If you purchase a horse from 
some sale company, if you buy a trailer from a distributor, or if a major feed 
company does business in your area.... they might be interested in advertis­
ing in this newspaper. Talk us up, give them one of your back issues and 
send us their name and address. We will follow up from this end. We hope 
that the racing public will pass the word, I saw it in the Northeast Harness 
News!" If you have a business that would benefit from advertising let your 
co-workers in harness racing know about it, they would probably be more 
than willing to support one of their own members. A broad base of advertis­
ing makes for a healthy publication.
YE ED.
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The Blooded Horse Sales Co.’s
SPRING MIXED SALE
’’One Of The Best Gambles In The Gambling Business.”
FEATURING HORSES IN TRAINING
May 13 & 14 • Delaware, Ohio Co. Fairgrounds
HORSES WILL TRAIN AT DELAWARE ON SUNDAY, MAY 12 FOR BUYERS’ INSPECTION. 
THEY WILL THEN SELL ON MONDAY, MAY 13 AND TUESDAY, MAY 14 
DURING THE SPRING MIXED SALE.
Final Cut Wins Night Styles' Final
*0jfo_
ANtvwrwf o
W tHKRS ASSOCM NON
Brooks Wells & Associates 
Auctioneers
B L OODED
7L
HORSF
PA NJ V
“ There’s No Substitute For Experience"
We Are Offering Highly Competitive Horses, 
With Middle Of The Road Bargains Galore!
INQUIRIES TO ANY ONE 
OF THESE BELOW:
JERRY HAWS 
P.O. Box 187 
Wilmore, Kentucky 40390 
Phone: (606) 85M 415  
Fax: (606) 858-8498
BROOKS WELLS 
Office: (606) 329-8000 
Home: (606) 928-4051
ROBERT R. THOMAS 
Office: (419) 929-7611 
Home: (419) 929-3234
In Michigan Contact 
Bob Huff: (517) 288-6961
\Harness Profile: 
Tommy Haughton
' Page 14 — Northeast Harness News,‘May I991 Pompano Wrap-Up
Top trotter and upcoming European invader Bold Herbert at 
Pompano with Peter Blood, trainer - Sandy Pilot, groom - Deena 
& Gene Frost, owners.
Perseverance is a greater virtue 
than talent and Thom as L. 
Hanughton’s character reflects an 
over-flowing abundance of both. His 
determination became apparent in 
the race paddock at Delaware, Ohio 
on September 19, 1984. Haughton’s 
great filly, Naughty But Nice had 
just been beaten in the opening heat 
o f the Jugette by Hit Parade. 
Interviewed between heats by the 
Northeast Harness News, Haughton 
didn’t seem discouraged and offered 
no excuses. He remarked, “We’ll go 
get ‘em the next heat.” And go get 
‘ em he did. N aughty But Nice 
captured the second heat and the 
race-off, establishing a three heat 
divided world record of 5:51.1.
Setting world records was not new 
to Haughton. In 1982, which was 
just his fourth year in driving, he set 
a race record of 1:51.3 with Trenton 
and a two year old world record of 
1:56 for two year old trotter 
T.V.Yankee. That was also the year
he won the H am bletonian with 
Speed Bowl and chalked up his first 
m illion-plus season. His totals 
through the end of the last season 
place him 52nd on the list o f top 
money winners with over $15 
million.
Haughton who annually trains 
one of the largest and most potent 
stables in Florida, is busy these days 
prepping his two and three year olds 
for action on the Grand Circuit. 
W hile heavily com m itted with 
responsibilities of his own stable, he 
still finds time to accommodate other 
trainers as a catch-driver.
Maine native and top trainer,
BY ROBERT LOWELL
Peter Blood, has been on the 
receiving end of Haughton’s talents 
when he tapped the 34 year old 
driver to handle Tyler’s Point. The 
result....the son of Tyler B. became a 
recent USTA Horse of the Month, 
after reeling off a string of victories 
at Pompano, including a 1:52 
performance.
In December, last season, he 
catch-drove Shipps Schnoops to a 
victory in the Matron Stakes at 
Pompano with a 1:53.2 effort. 
W hether driving his own stable 
stars, catch-driving or training, 
Haughton has proven himself to be 
an all round top horseman.
As a trainer, he developed the 
great mare, Peace Corps, who was 
trotter of the year in 1989. The filly 
won 16 or 19 starts and set a mark 
of 1:56 at Delaware, equalling Mack 
Lobell’s all-age half mile track record 
and earned a 1:52 mile track record 
winning heat of the World Trotting 
Derby at DuQuoin.
A star athlete in high school. 
Haughton wasn’t convinced about a 
career in harness racing until he was 
twenty. He related how a summer as 
a groom for W ellwood Hanover 
convinced him to pursue a racing 
career.
In just eleven years of driving he 
has accomplished much more than 
most in a lifetim e. His talent 
combined with a great desire to excel 
have taken him to the mountain top. 
He’s one of racings stand-outs. He 
also represents racing very well by 
being articulate and available for the 
press, despite his busy schedule. In 
1991, Haughton will “Go get ‘em.”
Pompano Harness closed out its 
27th season this week. At a time 
when most pari-mutuel facilities are 
fighting for survival with double­
digit decreases, Pompano showed 
only a 4% drop in handle and a 7% 
drop in attendance. Not bad when 
one looks at the other tracks. The 
M eadowlands, harness racings 
prem ier track, is showing 12% 
decreases in both handle and 
attendance over last year. There is a 
6.6% decline of on-track handle at 
Gulfstream Park, and Hollywood 
Greyhound was down 8% in handle 
and 11% in attendance. Rosecroft 
Raceway and Pim lico, both in 
Maryland, are showing 13% declines 
in their handle.
Pompano held its own right up to 
the advent of Desert Storm. When 
patrons stayed home to watch the 
war on TV, the handle dropped. To 
date the economy has not bounced 
back, but as things im prove, an 
increase in purses would improve 
the quality o f racing, attracting 
more people to the racetrack. Both 
John Cashman,Pompano President 
and Harold Duris, General Manager, 
feel that the only way to increase 
horsemen’s purses is through inter­
track market expansion. Pompano
sent its signal to Ocala Jai Alai and 
Tampa Bay Downs this winter and 
are looking forward to expanding to 
six nights next season plus adding 
new simulcast locations at Pensa­
cola, Daytona and Jacksonville. 
There is also a good possibility of 
adding Las Vegas and combining the 
mutuel pools. With this in mind 
there is a chance of a 15 to 20% 
increase in purses. Cashman adds, 
“With an increase in purses, we may 
be able to draw more horses from the 
Northeast.”
In final on-track ceremonies, the 
Florida Chapter o f U.S.H.W.A. 
presented awards to the season’s 
top perform ers. In a racing pro­
motion, Christmas List “The People’s 
Horse” earned over $22,000. to be 
divided among the rem aining 
participants. On the last night of 
racing Jack Darlings, Harbor Loop 
won the $34,500 Pompano Pace 
Final in 1:54.1 with Ron Waples 
driving.
The handle on the last night of 
racing at Pompano was $657,101, 
indicating the support o f harness 
atrons. This year Pompano will 
ost a Quarter Horse meet 
beginning on May 24th. Harness 
racing will resume on October 4th.
Pedigree Research
A complete, informative pedigree at $6.00 can actual­
ly add dollars to the sale of your yearlings or bring more 
mares to your stallion.
Put a pedigree in front of your sales foal and see how 
many more people stop to look, rather than just walk by.
A four generation pedigree includes many facts, my 
books go to 1900, and have done some pedigrees to the 
late 1700's
Call: Del Smart at 207-284-7384
Congratulations to Aime Choquette, winner of USHWA “Dick 
Baker Second Trainer Award” posing here with Exclusive 
Flight (AIbatross - Rosy Cheer) and trainer, Mark Loewe. The 
grandam, Tarport Cheer, was in the Del Miller Stable under the 
care of Choquette a number of years ago.
TYLER’S POINT sets a new lifetim e mark of 1:52.1 at 
Pompano,driven by Tbm Haughton for the Peter Blood Stable. 
(Gawlas Photo)
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Chuck Coon & Sons 
TRACK SPECIALISTS
"We Build The Safest And Fastest Race Tracks 
and Training Tracks In The World.”
Our 1991 Tracks Include...
THE MEADOWS 
BUFFALO RACEWAY 
THE MEADOWLANDS
...And this year we will be doing...
THE LITTLE BROWN JUG AT DELAWARE, OHIO
Charles E. Coon & Sons Inc.
The Trackmasters
^Charles E. Coon 
*9433 E. Shady Grove Ct.
Fnion Lake, MI 48386 
$13-698-1420
Gregory Coon 
209 Cumberland Circle W. 
Longwood, FL 32779 
407-869-7449
Jerry Coon 
33732 Shelly Lyn 
Sterling Heights, MI 48077 
313-264-6151
Daniel C. Coon 
8525 49th Drive NW 
Coral Springs, FL 33067 
305-755-8364
Jnitcd Stales Harness Writers Florida Chapter Secretary-Treasurer Fred Segal, left, presents 
he Chapter’s Claiming Trotter of the Vciir Award to (lo-owner, trainer ond driver Kelly 
iheppard and winning {roller Vivian’s Hurst during the chapters award ceremonies April
:4.
United Slates Harness Writers National Chairman of the Board Allen J. Fin kelson, left, 
presents the Chapter's leading Driver of the Year Award to the Maritinier Wally Hennessey 
during the chapter's award ceremonies April 24. A native of Prince Edward Island led all 
Pompano Drivers in the 1990-91 season with nearly 190 victories.
i mm _ . ____
Jnitcd States Harness Writers Florida Chapter former President Stanley Day, right, presents
he Chapter’s Claiming Pater of the Year Award to the connections of Christmas List, who 
Iso served as Pompano Harness Track’s Fan Racing Stable designee during the chapter’s 
srard ceremonies Anrii 24. . . . .  ...........................
United SLdcs Harness Writers Florida Chapter Vice President Larry Albano, center, presents 
| the Chapter’s leading Trainer of the Year Award to the Mike Gorshe while Diane and 
| Gordon Norris of the Gordon Norris Stable, right, look on during the chapter’s award 
1 ceremonies April 24.' • * - * - fiftfi e * * t
New England Breeders...
LOOK NO FURTHER 
...You've Seen His Foals Race!
COPTER LOBELL
1:57.4 -  $137,950 
(Speedy Somolli 1:55 -  Connie Lobell 2:06.4)
"Proven Trotting Sire With A Star-Studded Pedigree"
This Impressive Stallion Has Produced:
WAR NICKLE (World Record Holder) 4 Yr. Old 1:56 $102,106.
Young Counsel 3 Yr. Old 1:58.1 13,903.
Copter Pilot 4 Yr. Old 1:59.2 135,323.
Flounce 4 Yr. Old 159.2 23,933.
Young Fare 5 Yr. Old 1:59.4 30,871.
Young Nobility 3 Yr. Old 2:00.2 36,046
Young Count 3 Yr. Old 2:01.2 15,907.
SPEEDY SOMOLLI
by Speedy Crown out of Somolli by 
Star's Pride. Sired 403 trotters (131 
in 2:00 -  332 in 2:05).
He has sired the dams of 75 trotters 
(18 in 2:00 -  57 in 2:05)
1990 Starters Won $2,881,237. 
(Has been exported to Sweden)
CONNIE LOBELL
Is The Dam Of:
Copter Lobell 1:57.4 $137,950
Caleb Lobell 1:59 355,878
Chauncy Lobell 2:00.2 89,568
Cobonga Lobell 2:00.4 159,629
Cavendish Lobell 2:03.1 32, 8893
All Foals eligible to the lucrative N.Y.S.S.
1991 Fee: $2,000
The 1991 Limited Book open to approved mares 9
This 80 acre farm offers complete boarding and foaling services. There are 45 stalls, closed circuit T.V. and 24-hour Vet services.
It is just minutes from thee N.Y. Thruway and Saratoga Harness.
Tim Little Farms
R.D. 2, Co. Rd. 70 
Stillwater, New York 12170
For Further Information 
Please Call
518-584-9457
